
 

PRESS RELEASE 

 

Mondo TV launches some of its programs on POPCORNFLIX in the USA with Screen 

Media Ventures  

 

The agreement anticipates the first participation of Mondo TV to the New York Toy 

Fair  

 

Rome, 14 February 2014 – Mondo TV announced to have entered into a new license 

agreement with Screen Media Ventures LLC for the distribution in North America 

through the VOD platform POPCORNFLIX of some programs belonging to Mondo TV’s 

classic and new library. The platform is available for free to end-users and is entirely 

supported by the advertising slots sold in connection with the contacts to the licensed 

programs. 

 

The agreement, which will have initial two years duration, provides for a sharing of 

50% to all advertising revenues deriving from the distribution of Mondo TV’s 

programs. 

 

The agreement anticipates the participation by Mondo TV to the forthcoming New 

York Toy Fair which will take place from February 16, to February 19: it is the first time 

that Mondo TV participates to this fair which, according to Matteo Corradi, Managing 

Director of Mondo TV, “represents an important meeting place with American 

producers of products for young people and can be a starting point for new production 

opportunities for Mondo TV”. 

 

Mondo TV, quotata al segmento Star di Borsa Italiana, ha sede a Roma ed è un Gruppo costituito da 

quattro società; il Gruppo è leader in Italia e tra i principali operatori Europei nella produzione e 

distribuzione di serie televisive e film d'animazione per la TV e il cinema, ed è attivo nei settori correlati 

(distribuzione audiovisiva e musicale, sfruttamento, media, editoria e merchandising). Per ulteriori 

informazioni su Mondo TV, vai su www.mondotv.it 

 

Screen Media Ventures, LLC, a Delaware limited liability corporation, was formed in May 1999. Screen 

Media acquires and distributes motion pictures to television stations, cable networks, and home video 

outlets throughout the world. Screen Media’s library currently consists of over 900 motion pictures. 
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